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Testimony 

Introduction 

Good morning. My name is John Meeder, of Meeder Development Corporation from Lancaster 
City. My company has been developing real estate in Lancaster City and County for 30 years. I 
am here today to talk about the possible impact of CRIZ in Lancaster and what needs to happen 
for CRIZ to make it a major difference in Lancaster and other PA cities for years to come. 

Right now there arc three major changes that need to be addressed to make CRIZ a force for 
development: 

l . Insure the inclusion of the Hotel Occupancy Tax in the Legislation. 

2. Fix the Annual Increment Calculation against the baseline. 

3. Make sure CIUZ revenue can be underwritten as a dependable cash stream for banks and 
investors. 

The program is currently ineffective in aiding development. Here is a developer's perspective 
on the program. 

Background 

There is a resurgence of interest in Lancaster and other small cities in PA. There are advantages 
to being in the city that has a vibrant economy and is attractive to businesses, residents and 
tourists. 

Lancaster as well as the other Third Class Cities in Pennsylvania have taken an enormous hit 
over the past 60 years with many of them losing up to 45% of the population and a comparable 
amount of business and manufacturing. Pennsylvania did not have a Katrina. We had a slow and 
consistent decline tied directly to this loss. 
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In order to encourage businesses to locate in Lancaster, I must find solutions to the costs of upper 
level development, code compliance, functional obsolescence, lack of convenient parking, and 
high real estate taxes. These factors cause potential tenants and businesses to tum and walk 
away from urban opportunities. It's just easier to move to the suburbs or develop a cornfield. 

A developer or business must utilize every tool available to get to occupancy costs competitive 
with suburban properties. Urban development typically does not happen without subsidy. The 
majority of my projects in Lancaster have had anywhere from 7 to 13 sources of funds. CRIZ can 
be a major funding help in funding development. 

Occupancy Tax and The Hotel Lancaster 

In 2013, the former Brunswick Hotel was an eyesore and an embarrassment to Lancaster City. It 
was a public nuisance and also was the scene of police calls and a fatal shooting just prior to our 
taking over the hotel. The hotel had fallen on hard times with no incentive for anyone to invest 
in the property. To make matters worse, the property had absentee ownership and very poor 
management. 

My partners and I decided to see what could be done with the property after reviewing the 
opportunity of CRIZ financing. The hotel property was a centerpiece of Lancaster City's initial 
application to the state to receive the CRIZ program designation. The CRIZ program offered the 
opportunity to have the newly generated taxes underwrite a portion of the debt and lessen the risk 
to undertake the project. 

We moved forward with the project ,.,ith approval of the La11caster CRIZ A11thority and the 
CRIZ A11thority had 011r projectio11s revie,.,ed by the Depart111e11t of Reve1111e. With the support 
of the Community First Fund and with those approvals in place, we settled on the property in 
December of 2014. We have struggled for the past two years and we are in limbo with regard to 
the program. Here is what we face: 

Challenges for The Hotel Lancaster CRIZ project: 

1. The Department of Revenue has ruled that the Hotel Occupancy Tax is not a Sales 
and Use Tax and therefore cannot be transmitted to the City as CRIZ funding, even 
though the Official DCED Guidelines included the Hotel Tax as a CRIZ attributable 
tax. Without this inclusion, our project will flounder as a partially developed hotel 
and have a limited contribution to the City. 

2. Banks do not recognize CRIZ revenue as a dependable source for debt repayment 
based on the current increment calculation used by the Department of Revenue. 

The Potential 

The hotel development is an important component to the success of downtown Lancaster. The 
additional rooms are needed to provide support for the $170,000,000 investment already made in 
the Lancaster County Convention Center. 
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More importantly, a second vibrant downtown hotel supports downtown retail, restaurants and 
businesses. After full development of the hotel, The Hotel Lancaster will generate over 
$I 0,062,500.00 of annual spending to support the hotel and downtown restaurants and retail. 

The plan for the hotel is to invest approximately $24,000,000.00 and renovate the facility to 
become a hospitality anchor for Lancaster City. If CRIZ is viewed as a dependable source of 
revenue for debt repayment, this project can proceed. CRIZ is necessary for the full development 
of this project. 

The Baseline Increment Calculation Risk 

Any project wanting to use CRIZ is faced with the fact that even if they go through the process 
and do everything asked of them, the CRIZ benefit may not flow to the project to cover 
development costs. This fact is due to the current method of how the Annual increment is 
calculated by the Department of Revenue. The effect ofDoR's methods results in the inability to 
get financing. Here are facts that we now know: 

J. Negative tax revenue from other businesses in the CRIZ Zone can reduce or eliminate 
CRIZ revenue that is earned by our project. 

2. The current interpretation of calculating the tax increment eliminates any predictable 
CRIZ payment to the district or the project. 

3. We need to have the CRIZ amended or corrective legislation retroactive to January 1 
2015 to restore the integrity to the program to help with the future underwriting of 
development projects. 

4. There is 110 co11ftde11ce tltat CRIZ fu11ds will flow because of tlte very disco11ragi11g 
history so far a11d because of Depart111e11t of Reve1111e 's i11terpretatio11 of how tlie 
il1cre111e11t is calculated. 

Bank and Investor undcnvriting {CRIZ Flow dependability) 

The Hotel Lancaster requires full redevelopment and the CRIZ is needed to supplement the 
conventional financing. Banks and Investors rely on the "Project Projections" to see if the 
proforma is reasonable and can justify a loan. 

Unfortunately, Developers must obtain their own financing, utilizing the projected annual CRIZ 
funding to repay the initial borrowing. The banks can use the "Project Projection" for 
underwriting and the bank will also need to underwrite the reliability of the CRIZ payments. If 
there are e.l:ternal circ11111sta11ces tltat could 11egatively impact tltat pay111e11t, tlie loa11 does 11ot 
get fu11ded a11d the develop111e11t does 1101 ltappe11. This is the crux of tlie problem witlt 
ft11a11cil1g projects witlt CRIZ reve11ue. 

Meeder Development also has attempted to use CRIZ on other projects and currently has another 
$26,000,000.00 development planned in Lancaster City. However, it is futile to attempt any 
project that requires CRIZ assistance until there is a legislative amendment curing the deficits of 
the program. A CRIZ dependent project simply is not viable without legislative action. 
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Summary 

When the program was first introduced I saw it as way to facilitate major development in 
Lancaster and other cities in PA. It has that potential and even with the many things that you 
need to work around with the program, it is still extremely valuable for Lancaster and will 
facilitate significant development over the next several years if put right by the Legislature. This 
development will ultimately provide additional long term revenue to the state. 

This testimony states the problems with the program and now I urge you to take action to make 
CRIZ work the way it was intended. 

Respectfully Submitted 

John T. Meeder 
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